
"Rod’s Sudoku Tutorial" by Rodney L. Wagner
improves the problem-solving and decision-
making skills

Rod’s Sudoku Tutorial

Understand what Sudoku is and why it’s so much

fun, but more significantly, find out a useful

approach for completing difficult problems.

CANTON, MASSACHUSETTS, UNITED STATES,

September 15, 2023 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Rodney L. Wagner’s fun and insightful

masterpiece, "Rod’s Sudoku Tutorial," was

published by Author Reputation Press. This work

of art was featured in the July issue of The New

York Times Book Review (NYTBR). 

Current non-fiction and fiction books are

reviewed in The New York Times Book Review, a

weekly paper magazine supplement to the

Sunday edition of The New York Times (an

American daily newspaper with a worldwide

readership reported in 2020 to be a growing 6

million paid digital subscribers). It is one of the

most well-known and significant book reviews in

the business. 

Author Rodney L. Wagner, a native of Oklahoma, was born in 1935 with a hearing loss and a

speech defect. He earned a Bachelor of Arts degree at Texas A&M University in Corpus Christi

while serving in the U.S. Navy and a Master of Divinity. 

He pastored churches in Colorado before launching a graphic arts business and returning to

college, where he earned a certificate in business data processing as well as a Master of Business

Administration. Before becoming a teacher, he worked as a computer programmer and system

analyst. He’s retired and lives in Olympia, Washington, with his wife. 

Benji Cole of CBS Radio interviewed Rodney L. Wagner, together with his wife, Sharon Wagner.

They talk about the author’s inspiration for writing this book. This book comes in handy for
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http://authorreputationpress.com/


Rodney L. Wagner

people who want to learn and play Sudoku and is also

suitable for all ages. Listen to the full interview:

https://youtu.be/tE0dcFtvJmI.  

People of Distinction is one of the most extensive and

wide-ranging radio shows in the United States. Hosted

by Benji Cole and Al Cole from CBS Radio, People of

Distinction is the right fit for authors who want to

increase their exposure to readers. The radio program

airs on Apple’s iTunes Radio Network (Professional

News/Talk), featuring CBS Radio, Fox News, NPR, and C-

Span. 

"Rod’s Sudoku Tutorial" was among the books displayed

by Author Reputation Press during the Los Angeles

Times Festival of Books 2023 at the University of

Southern California on April 22–23, 2023. This book will

help readers obtain techniques for playing Sudoku and

improve their problem-solving skills. 

The Los Angeles Times is the country’s biggest

metropolitan daily newspaper, with more than 40 million unique latimes.com visitors monthly, a

Sunday print readership of 1.6 million, and a combined print and online local weekly viewership

of 4.4 million. The Pulitzer Prize-winning Times has been covering Southern California for more

…if and when you get stuck,

never be afraid to stop and

lay a puzzle aside…and do

something else; it clears

your mind”

excerpt from the book

than 140 years. 

In this book, "Rod’s Sudoku Tutorial," the author explains

what Sudoku is and why it is so fun, but more importantly,

he reveals helpful techniques for solving particularly vexing

puzzles. 

He knows the techniques work because he’s used them to

solve thousands of puzzles, including hard and extreme

puzzles. Each technique includes a narrative and step-by-step instructions on how to use it

depending on the situation. 

The book provides real-world examples so readers can see how to implement the techniques.

Whether they are novices or have moderate experience but want to improve their puzzle-solving

skills, they will discover helpful hints on mastering even the most difficult of puzzles in Rod’s

Sudoku Tutorial. 

Purchase "Rod’s Sudoku Tutorial" by Rodney L. Wagner via these links: 

https://youtu.be/tE0dcFtvJmI


Author Rodney L. Wagner proudly presents his

amazing book, "Rod's Sudoku Tutorial." Beside him is

his supportive wife, Sharon.

“Rod’s Sudoku Tutorial” by Rodney L. Wagner was

displayed at the 2023 Los Angeles Times Festival of

Books (LATFOB) – Book Gallery

Author Reputation Press

- Walmart:

https://www.walmart.com/ip/Rod-s-

Sudoku-Tutorial-Paperback-

9798888537008/2832974142?from=/se

arch  

- ARP Website:

https://authorreputationpress.com/pro

ducts/rod-s-sudoku-tutorial  

- Amazon:

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0BX2W

Y6X5/ref=sr_1_1?crid=9U14G9EBQQI3&

keywords=9798888537008&qid=16776

02051&s=books&sprefix=97988885370

08,stripbooks,272&sr=1-1  

- Barnes & Noble:

https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/r

ods-sudoku-tutorial-rodney-l-

wagner/1127689564?ean=9798888537

008  

Author Reputation Press (ARP) is a

leading publishing company located in

Canton, Massachusetts. ARP is

committed to transforming an author’s

imagination into pages and helping

them carve out a name for themselves

in the literary world.

Author Reputation Press

Author Reputation Press

+1 888-821-0229

info@authorreputationpress.com
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